Into 2-normed space in which the 2-norm is generated by 2-inner product holds Cauchy-Schwarz-Bunyakovsky inequality. In this paper we proved a symmetric inequality of three vectors into the Hilbert space, and presented it into the Hilbert spaces n R , 2 l and 2 () LA , for bounded and measurable set A, A  R .
Introduction
L  be a real Hilbert space. According to the properties of Gram's determinant, the properties of determinants and the inner product, the following equality (1) and the above 2-norm is called to be a standard 2-norm.
In our further consideration, using the 2-norm, we will prove a symmetric inequality for three vectors into the arbitrary Hilbert space and will present it into the Hilbert spaces 
2
The main result 
and applying the Cauchy-Schwarz-Bunyakovsky inequality on the right side of the inequality (2), we get the following 
.
Proof. The proof implies directly from inequality (2) when applied to the vectors 
Proof. The proof implies directly from inequality (2) when applied to the vectors a and . ■ Remark 2. The concept for n  inner product and n  norm is given by A. Misiak, [5] . Further, into the n  pre-Hilbert space using is introduced an n  norm. Let ( ,( , )) L  , dim Ln  be a real Hilbert space. In
